
 Instructions

Part Overview

DC1289H DC1288I
Inspired Shade SolarPack Installation Guide

1.Inspired Solar Pack is designed to work with Inspired Wirefree shade,including alternative options for 
installation in different location.  
2. With direct sunlight, the solar pack provides consistent and steady source of power throughout the year. 

1. Solar Charging Panel  

2. 3M Adhesive Tape 

3. Retractable Ceiling Mounting bracket  

3. Click the solar panel to the sliding bracket. 

Connect the solar panel and Motor, then you are done.

 An extension cable can be offered if the distance between the motor shade and solar panel is far.  

Window Covering

Solar Cell

Motorized Blind



 Attentions  

Do NOT use solar panel for below window.

Clear TintedLight Transmission > 65%Single or Double Pane OK

是

Awnings Vegetation Blocking Light Insect Screen

Do Not Use Solar Panel Under Below Conditions

Deep Eaves North Facing

N

Solar Panel Installation

Use Retractable Ceiling Mounting Bracket 

Solar panel only works with direct sun light, make sure that it is mounted properly. Typical scenarios are
listed below.

1. Choose locations to mount the solar panel.

2. Wipe the location and make sure it is dry before you mount the solar panel. 

3. Peel away the liner on one side of the tape first and put them on the two ends of the panel, make sure 
your skin is not in direct contact with the adhesive, which will reduce the viscosity.

4. Peel the other liner away and suppress the solar panel to the determined location.

1. Pile the sliding bracket and the L-shape bracket together and put the two screws and nuts on them, but
just screw a little bit, make sure that you can still move the sliding bracket if you need to adjust the 
mounting height of the solar panel. 

2. Ceiling mount the L-shape bracket to the window frame between the glass and shade, then adjust the 
mounting height by slide the sliding bracket up and down, screw the two screws tight to fix the position.  

Use 3M Adhesive Taps. 

  

 
 

 

Option 1:Horizontal mount inside or
outside of window frame

Option 2:Vertical  mount inside or
outside of window frame

Option 3:any other location that
works for your specific installation
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